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Sir Arthur Charles Clarke CBE FRAS (16 December 1917 â€“ 19 March 2008) was a British science fiction
writer, science writer and futurist, inventor, undersea explorer, and television series host.. He is famous for
being co-writer of the screenplay for the 1968 film 2001: A Space Odyssey, widely considered to be one of
the most influential films of all time.
Arthur C. Clarke - Wikipedia
"Trouble with the Natives" (1951) "Encounter in the Dawn" (a.k.a. "Encounter at Dawn") (1953) "Jupiter Five"
(a.k.a. "Jupiter V") (1953) "The Nine Billion Names of ...
Arthur C. Clarke bibliography - Wikipedia
Arthur Charles Clarke nacque a Minehead, nel Somerset (Inghilterra), il 16 dicembre del 1917.Da ragazzo,
Clarke si divertiva leggendo con trasporto ed entusiasmo vecchie riviste di fantascienza. Dopo le scuole
superiori (secondarie), non riuscÃ¬ ad entrare in nessun college e di conseguenza iniziÃ² a lavorare.Il suo
primo lavoro fu di revisore dei conti per il governo.
Arthur C. Clarke - Wikipedia
Biographie. Arthur C. Clarke naÃ®t Ã Minehead dans le Somerset.Il sert dans la Royal Air Force, durant la
Seconde Guerre mondiale, en tant que spÃ©cialiste en radar avant dâ€™obtenir son diplÃ´me Ã
lâ€™universitÃ© de Londres.Clarke a commencÃ© Ã vendre des histoires de science-fiction depuis son
passage dans la RAF, mais il travaille briÃ¨vement comme rÃ©dacteur adjoint dans la revue ...
Arthur C. Clarke â€” WikipÃ©dia
Published since 1877, Biographical Memoirs provide the life histories and selected bibliographies of
deceased National Academy of Sciences members.
Biographical Memoirs Home - National Academy of Sciences
Devil In The Dark (1967) The Horta was an example of Silicon life.; Now we are really sailing off into terra
incognito. "Here be dragons" and all that. But if you have starships, you almost have to have aliens (Isaac
Asimov's Foundation trilogy being the most notable exception).The "science" is called Astrobiology, the
famous "science in search of a subject".
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